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Looking Back
By MICHELLE CHEN

Published By CULTURESTRIKE, August 23, 2013 

“Radio Towers, Nasugbu Hwy” by Daniel Ballesteros

The photographer’s lens legitimizes intrusion, and when cleverly focused, the right frame

penetrates historical boundaries like a beautifully forged passport. The field of vision between

reality and fiction is where the photographers of  En Foco’s New Works Fellowship fix their gaze,

from the backwoods of Los Angeles to Manila Bay. En Foco is a non-profit that promotes the

work of photographers of color. In New Works #16, on display at the Longwood Art Gallery at

Hostos Community College in the Bronx, these artists trace multiple routes toward uprooted

homelands, both, strange and familiar.

Tiled Memory

Daniel Ballesteros has reassembled his grandfather’s fractured legacy—the life he lived before

migrating to California and eventually settling in St. Louis, yet rarely mentioned. As a Midwest

native, now based in Brooklyn, Ballesteros decided to journey “back” to the Philippines to sate a

nagging curiosity about this obscured history.

The resulting series, “Midwest Filipino,” displays those adopted memories mediated through the

eyes of a Missouri transplant. Each image is a composite in space as well as time. The hazy

monochrome vistas seem playfully antiquated, knotting the ravages of colonization into a feral

forest overgrowth that teeters between romance and anthropological detachment.

The project was originally intended to examine “my grandfather’s decision to leave his past

behind, which I questioned for many years,” Ballesteros says. The photos themselves ask

questions from a different angle—about how to pry open a sealed past without exploiting it and

repair frayed memory with imagination. His lens eschews sentimentality as it maps the granular

details of decaying edifices and rusty radio towers.

Physically, the image comes to us once removed. Through a combination of digital, film, and wet

plate collodion processing, the picture is formed in an emulsion over a glass pane and pieced

together in a mosaic of memories, then reassembled like brittle snapshots pressed into a faded

family album.

Ballesteros explains that the photographic fissuring refers to segmentation and fragmentation, a

process that helps him figure out, and reconstitute, the past for himself. In viewing the twice
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removed, twice reconstituted film, “There’s a struggle, and then there’s also this catering to the

eyes’ want, and need, to put things together.”

The project also led Ballesteros to re-imagine his grandfather’s perspective as a migrant in the

early 20
th

 century and to elucidate what he always saw as a blind spot in his family’s history.

Ballesteros always believed that his grandfather had denied the family of a piece of their history

by not sharing his stories about his previous life. But when Ballesteros traced his family’s roots

through the reverse migration, he realized that “it can be a gift to not be burdened by the past.

Sometimes it can be heavy stuff. I saw that for the first time when I was over there. And I’ve

really developed a lot of thinking along those lines—of how forgetting the past is sometimes a

very liberating thing to do.”

“In the Beginning was Fox and Cinnamon” by Mercedes Dorame

Tracing Trails

Some migrate closer to home. Mercedes Dorame‘s shoots scenes of staged rituals in familiar

woods outside of her native Los Angeles. A descendant of a local indigenous community that has

never been officially recognized, Dorame follows a meandering forest trail—a contemporary

rendering of a family prehistory.

After spending much of her life knowing little about her tribal heritage, Dorame’s photography

marks her internal process of reconnecting with historical memory. The idle ruins are peopled

with emblems of past traditions, though the loneliness that surrounds each scene hints at the

artist’s sense of complicity in a collective memory loss.

Strewn along the path are piles of stones, grass, and twigs arranged into tiny altars; a fox skin

draped over a boulder in grotesque slumber; a bowl of ground-up rose pigment at the edge of a

hole bored into smooth stone; a streak of red dye guiding the eye down an overgrown trail—

sights that might otherwise be overlooked unless the viewer is consciously reading the forest. In

one incongruous frame, a tiny paper cutout of a red-roofed cottage is posed before a real country

house in the distance, out of focus, both projecting a childish human presence surrounded by

wilderness.

As the totemic images chronicle impressions of being lost, and of loss itself, they illuminate a

native heritage that Dorame continually seeks to recover from the landscape.

In presenting the objects like “artifacts of ceremony,” she lets the viewer intrude upon scenes of

cultural performance. But she keeps the language of the ritual partially inaccessible to the

observer.  “Because of the decimation of the culture and some of the history,” she explains, “you

don’t always know what the object was used for. And so there’s this decontextualizing [taking

place].” Each shot in the collection subtly resists the urge to fall into exoticized pop cultural tropes

about Native America. For example, feathers in her scenes aren’t mounted on a head dress; they

lie on a mourning site for a hummingbird carcass.

Dorame often spends hours outdoors setting the frame for the forest scenes, preparing for the

moment of the camera’s discovery. “There’s a lot of contemplation, and a lot of time that goes

around the image making,” she says. “And so as the viewer comes across this final outcome, I

definitely want there to be a sense that they’re walking into something that maybe they don’t

understand. Yet, they do know that something important happened there. There’s a gravity and a

feeling that the scenes evoke.”

There’s also an implied absurdity in the staged naturalism, which hints at the opposite—a

hypermodern realm lying outside the viewfinder. This is the urban chaos of Los Angeles, another
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culture with its own tribes and lost spirits.

“The Builder #1″ by Rodrigo Valenzuela

Reconstructed Stories

Rodrigo Valenzuela‘s photographic journeys extend horizontally and vertically at once. He

migrated to the U.S. eight years ago from Chile, veering off a promising career path as an artist in

Santiago and starting from scratch in Boston as an undocumented day laborer. His experience as a

construction worker, toiling among other Latin American migrants, is inscribed in the

unpopulated landscapes of his series, “The Builder.” The images center around weathered

construction sites on rolling plains. Some presage a built structure—a pyramid of bricks basking

on a scorched plain—while others are actively disintegrating—petrified shacks long abandoned to

the elements. The backdrop of a timeless sierra stands in contrast to the flimsy dwellings planted,

and neglected, in the middle of nowhere.

Valenzuela’s other recent exploration of building, a video called “Diamond Box,” focuses not on

the product but on the labor of construction. The documentary splices images of migrants sitting

in a claustrophobic close-up frame. While they remain silent, other disembodied voices flatly

recount the brutality of the journey across the border, punctuated by flashes of violence and

terror. The subjects, Valenzuela says, were old colleagues recruited from the local day labor

scene. He paid them their normal hourly rate to participate in the project and tell their stories. But

he protected their anonymity by separating the individual faces from the voices. The artistic effect

is a distillation of the migrant’s story to its fundamental narrative elements.

“None of the characters speak,” he explains, “because … the story doesn’t belong to one person.

It belongs to everybody in that community.” Yet the dissonance between the visual and vocal

allows viewers to relate to the storyteller. Through anonymity, the camera taps into latent

emotion, turning the room of the builder’s stark testimonial into a cinematic confession booth.

Reading his own cultural background into the men’s narratives, Valenzuela says, “Sometimes I

feel like there’s a lot of emotion in Latin culture that is so macho-oriented. I need to show

fragility in that. I need to show their journey in emotional terms.”

With or without people, mournfulness threads through Valenzuela’s configurations of the built

environment: The migrant workers in “Diamond Box” seem to be locked in an interrogation

room, while  the lonely landscapes of “The Builder” reveal decay alongside the vitality of creative

destruction. Although the workers in this series are out of sight, their labor is present everywhere

on a western frontier sculpted by migration, resettlement and, for the roving photographer,
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imaginary escape.

Like Ballesteros’ journey to his grandfather’s roots, or Dorame’s reconstructed rites, Valenzuela’s

portrayal of the art of building transcends physical reality to unearth something more authentic.

His photographic memories don’t aspire toward exact accuracy. In fact, he notes that his film

collections sometimes get jumbled, so the exact locations of shots are forgotten. But he still

captures a deeper sense of place—knowing that he’s come away with a piece of what he left

behind.

En Foco’s New Works #16 runs through August 30 at the Longwood Art Gallery, Hostos Community

College. Bronx. (718)-518-6728.
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